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   Matt Notley, 916-288-0603,
 matt.notley@edelman.com

CALIFORNIA WATER FOUNDATION ISSUES STATEMENT APPLAUDING
 MAYOR ERIC GARCETTI’S EMERGENCY DROUGHT RESPONSE

 EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE

SACRAMENTO—The California Water Foundation today released the following
 statement from Andrew Fahlund, deputy director of the California Water
 Foundation, commending Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti for issuing an executive
 order aimed at reducing imported water and increasing local water supplies through
 an integrated water management approach. 

“We applaud the mayor for making some real and concrete commitments to
 reducing imported water use in Los Angeles. The water demands on our cities
 throughout the state are far outpacing mother nature’s supply and call for an
 integrated approach to how we use our local water supplies. Our current drought
 has magnified our water challenges, and more than ever we must take measures to
 reduce the amount of water we use and use what we have in a more efficient
 manner. It will take this brand of leadership at a local level to make the kind of
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 impact necessary for change. We are encouraged by this order, which serves as a
 proclamation that everyone must be thinking about innovative ways to conserve
 water, and it must become the new normal no matter if we are in times of drought
 or abundance.”

###
 
About the California Water Foundation

The California Water Foundation’s (CWF), an initiative of the Resources Legacy Fund,
 is committed to achieving a sustainable water supply to meet the needs of
 California’s farms, cities, and environment today and into the future. CWF supports
 innovative projects and policies and brings together experts, stakeholders, and the
 public to achieve 21st century solutions. For more information, please visit
 CaliforniaWaterFoundation.org
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